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            “Y madrugar, poeta, nómada,  
al crudísimo día de ser hombre”

“Yo vine a darme lo que acaso estuvo 
 asignado para otro;”

los heraldos negros
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For a New Realism 

“Verdejo, Castelo and Bastidas were hanged pure and simple. Francisco 
Túpac Amaru, uncle of the rebel, and Hipólito, his son, had their tongues 
cut out before being thrown from the steps of the gallows. The Indian girl 
Condemaita was garroted on an instrument with an iron winch, made for 
this purpose and never previously seen in these parts. The rebel and his wife, 
having witnessed these tortures – their son being the last to be taken to the 
gallows – Micaela, wife of the rebel, was taken to the apparatus, where, 
under her husband’s eyes, she had her tongue cut out and was garroted – 
something which took a long time, for her neck was so delicate that they 
could not catch her in the instrument. The executioners had to tie her neck 
with ropes, push and pull her from each side, kicking her breast and belly, 
to finish her off. The rebel José Gabriel closed the proceedings and was 
taken to the center of the Plaza. There, the executioner cut his tongue out, 
took off fetters and handcuffs, tied four ropes to his hands and feet and 
secured the ropes to the harnesses of four horses which four mestizos led off 
in four different directions. This spectacle too had never been seen in this 
day. I do not know whether the horses were weak, or whether the Indian 
was made of iron, but they were completely unable to tear him to pieces. 
After pulling him about for a while—he being in the air like a spider – the 
Visitador, seized with compassion that this unfortunate suffer no more, 
sent an order from the Compañía, where he was directing the execution, 
that the executioner should cut his head off – which was duly done. The 
body was then taken to the gallows where arms and feet were cut off. The 
same was done to the wife; and the other victims’ heads were cut off to be 
taken to various villages round about. The bodies of the Indian and his 
wife were taken to a bonfire at Picchu, where they were reduced to ashes, 
the ashes being thrown into the fields and a rivulet running nearby. In 
this manner ended José Gabriel Túpac Amaru and Micaela Bastidas, whose 
pride and arrogance had reached such heights that they styled themselves 
kings of Peru, Chile, Quito, Tucuman and other parts, unto the inclusion 
of the great Paitití, and other madnesses of this ilk.
 A great crowd of people came on that day, but no one cried out or 
spoke out loud. Many people took notes, including myself, and were 
surprised to find that in such a crowd Indians were not to be seen, at least 
in their own costumes; and if there were any, they disguised themselves in 
capes and ponchos.
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 A number of things happened which look as if the Devil worked to 
confirm these Indians in their abuses, auguries and superstitions. I note it 
down, for in the midst of days beautifully dry and serene, this one turned 
out to be so overcast that the sun could not be seen and rain threatened 
from all quarters. And at twelve noon, when the horses were pulling the 
Indian, there came a great gust of wind, and after this a rain shower which 
made everyone, including the soldiers, run for cover at great speed. This 
is the reason Indians have begun to say that the sky and elements felt the 
death of the Inca that the Spaniards, inhuman and impious, were killing 
with such cruelty.”

Eye-witness account of the execution in Cuzco on Friday, May 18, 1781, of 
the rebel José Gabriel Túpac Amaru, last descendant of the Royal Line, self-
styled Inca of Peru, from a document in Boleslao Lewin: “La Insurrección 
de Túpac Amaru,” Eudeba, Buenos Aires, 1963.
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A Nowhere for Vallejo

(A)
           “Yo nací un día  
     que Dios estuvo enfermo,  
     grave.” 
     los heraldos negros

Conch shells at Mass
  alcaldes standing     golden cloaks
staffs tipped with silver
  alpaca lining     shield     flocks on their knees

priest dropping shards for the thousandth time 
  of shattered language
the sacristan distributes herbs of grace 
  and lights to the village elders

as     suddenly
           the church roof sails
            several feet into the air
the Sun opens its arms

the risen Host covers the face of the Sun like a kerchief  
  and the wild thrones bellow
      dominations howl
archangels blare

      a poet     born
from the depths of the sea
      in Santiago de Chuco
on the scar of Peru

and female the soul of the absent one 
and female my very own 
till when shall we be waiting for  
what no one owes us
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People at the door outside
  press in against the temple 
cheeks to their fathers’ stones
    cave in like the walls of the sea

Sad destiny not to have ever lived     but dead forever 
  being dry leaf     unknown to green 
       orphan of orphans
           and
Mother     I go tomorrow to Santiago
      to wet me in your benedictions and your tears

A child of seven
  ravished by the fiesta procession  
especially     the standard-bearer 
  racing home to his mother

Mother     I want to be the standard-bearer

Conch shells at Mass
  alcaldes gathered at the door 
shrunk in the light of flash-bulbs
  a girl throwing petals on the vicar’s head     he shrugs them off

I shall come back to Peru when not one stone is left standing
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I.
         “Tal la tierra oirá en tu silenciar,
    cómo nos van cobrando todos 
    el alquiler del mundo donde nos dejas 
    y el valor de aquel pan inacabable.”
                trilce

And they went down into the king-city 
Tahuantinsuyu     four-quarters     limbs of man
             to find the skull

happening there     first thing     on the poet’s name 
who’d become such a hero to his country 
              though he had left it
they’d finally put up a statue in the square
              fronting the church of famine

and he walked up to the monument
              and kissed the poet’s name
with his hand

In “La Langouste Selon Désir” 
he heard the wind going through her tears 
the bird feeds its young in the myth 
opened its breast     blood flowing out
              flapped lazily over city and harbour  
catch of fish     dying children

Bird-glider over the city  
wall-wings   /   oven-beak  
falls on the statue of the caesar-poet 
             bread on the sea

Where they buy and sell a country
              we were talking about the dead with the rich 
eating their platos criollos
              in “The House of the Thirty Coins” 
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talking with the satellite vendors
              with which the country we don’t know 
listens to the one we do

In a city full of movement
with the woman he loves
crying for the caesar-poet to come back
              and eat them alive one by one 
the friends       the enemies
     eat them all
in words born and dead at this table

and then a constant 
 quiet
murmur about gold

he hears the wind going through her tears  
her tears     the queen-city  
married a king with her hair in his eyes  
above the grave of the caesar-poet

he feeds the children crying in her tears
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II. 
          “Es el tiempo este anuncio de gran zapatería 
      es el tiempo, que marcha descalzo  
      de la muerte             hacia              la muerte?

poemas humanos

Call of green things to his hand 
  no longer pulls 
underworld gold
  pales for his lack of envy

The things of poverty 
  he sees as clear 
as mountain teeth
  about to bite the sky 
as the backbone of mountains
  about to puncture the sky’s belly

The city is grey with white hands
  the city
         the city
is grey with white     and green      hands
  beckons the forests  
cold mountain’s reaches

They say the same mists will come down 
  but be drunk by the Sun 
they say there will be a Sun up there 
  but it will be cold

Old man in a brown hat  
  drip at his nose
passing
  the eyes   /   of a door through mountains  
one way
  with no thought of return
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Frozen to gold
  demonetized gold  
to be dug up at dawn
  changed into mountains  
glass-enclosed
  changed into mountains

Wind on the sands     cat-god     mouse 
  mouse on cat     cat on mouse  
lovers lying side by side in the mountains 
       he is about to enter

Her oyster is the Moon’s
  around it     a city 
prayer in his hands
  calls to the caesar-poet

       venture out there

And where are you  
              macho
in all this sleep
       rotting about our bodies

Taken a bus twice only     these fifteen years




